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This note contains the results of lunch-break discussions concerning 
the fact that for every model &, each “reasonably” definable element 
of & must be left fixed by every automorphism of JZZ. To be more precise, 
let us introduce the following notation: 

Let &’ be a structure and let L be a logic. In this note we will only 
be concerned with logics of the type L,A and L,n. In the following 5 is 
an ordinal and i is a natural number such that i < 4. Put Hf’(&, L) = a2 
and suppose that the structures H’;“‘(&‘, L) are given. Then define a 
subset Pg’ of A as follows: 
Pi” - is the set of all elements of H$-“(&‘, L) which are definable by a 

single formula of L ; 
Pi” - is the set of all elements of Hp’(&, L) which are definable by a 

set of formulas of L ; 
Pi”’ - is the set of all elements of (Hi2’(_82, L), d)dP+ where Rc = iJq <E Pif”, 

which are definable by a single formula of L (i.e. the set of all 
elements which are definable by a formula of L with parameters 
from RE), and 

Pi”’ - is the set of all elements of (H&“(&, L), d)dca~, where Se = lJ,‘<t PIP’, 
which are definable by a set of formulas of L (i.e. the set of all 
elements which are definable by a set of formulas of L with para- 
meters from SE). 

If we have defined 2’:“’ we can define Hpil(&‘, L) to be the expansion 
of Hf’(zZ, L) by adding a new unary relation P:i’, i.e. @:I(@‘, L) = 
= (Hg’(&‘, L), Pp’). Finally, if 6 is a limit ordinal, put Hfsi’(&‘, L) = 
=(d, Pg’)e<& 

Notice, that the sets Pp’, form an increasing sequence, thus there is 
an ordinal o(i) such that for all E>a(i) we have Pp’= P$‘. The difference 
A -P!&’ is called the i-remainder of ~2 with respect to the logic L. The 
following facts are easy to see. 

PROPOSITION 1. For every logic L, every structure ~2 and every 
automorphism 7c of &: 

(i) z is an automorphism of the structure @‘(&‘, L) (for every ordinal 
5 and i(4) 
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(ii) z leaves each element of P!’ fixed, i.e. z Pf’=id Pp’ (for every 
ordinal 5 and i<4) 

(iii) & is rigid if there exists i<4 such that the i-remainder of JZZ with 
respect to L is empty. 

In the rest of this note we shall try to find a possible converse to (iii). 
Let us start with some negative examples. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let A be the set of sequences of O’s and l’s which become 
constant after a finite number of steps. Let a and b be distinct elements 
not in A and define B to be A u {a, b}. For elements of A define the 
unitary relations P,, n E co, by P,,(z) iff x(n) = 0. Finally, define the binary 
relation R on B by R(x, y) iff x E A, y E B-A and either x is eventually 
0 and y=a or x is eventually 1 and y= b. Consider the structures 

d= (A, Pa&,, and a= (B, Pn, Rjn,,. 

Then : 
(1) both & and 9? are rigid; 
(2) the O-remainder of &’ with respect to L,, is just A, thus the 

e-remainder of AG? with respect to L,, is A; 
(3) the O-remainder of 97 with respect to L,, is just B, thus also the 

2-remainder of G? with respect to L,, is B. Moreover, the l-remainder 
of G? with respect to L cuw is {a, b} and the 3-remainder of g with respect 
to L,, is empty. 

This example suggests the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let i = 2 or 3. Suppose that the i-remainder of a structure 
& with respect to L rua, is finite. Then & is rigid if and only if the i-remainder 
of z$ with respect to L,, is empty. 

PROOF. We shall give the proof in the case that i= 3. The proof for 
the case i = 2 is similar. 

Suppose the 3-remainder of J&’ with respect to L,, is non empty. To 
simplify the notation let u = a(3), P = P%, and A = P u {ao, . . . , a,> where 
al, . . ., a, are the distinct elements of the remainder. We shall define an 
enumeration {bo, . . . , b,} of this remainder such that the function 

id r P u {(ak, bk): k<n) 

will be a non-trivial automorphism of cc4. More precisely we shall define 
(bo, . . . . bn) in such a way that for all Ken, 

(fP(d, L,,), d, a0, . . ., a&P = (E’@‘, ~54, d, bo, . . . . h)drP 

Firstly, notice that there exists an element bo of {ao, . . ., Us} such that 
(Hb5$&‘, L,,), d, UO)~~P 3 (Hbs’(d, L,,), &, bO)dcp. If this were not so a0 
would have belonged to P. Suppose bo, . . ., bk-1 have been defined for 
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k<lz and let p be the type of ak in the structure 

(Hb9'(&, Lm), 6 a0, . . . . ak-l)deP, 

sayp=p(x,ao, . . . . a&l). Consider the set of formulas $=~(2, bo, . . . , bk-1) = 
=(#J(x, b0, . . . . bk-1): $J(& a0, . . . . a&l) E p}. Note that the formulas xf bj, 
for j<k, and l P(x) are in p’. We claim that one of the elements of 
{ao, -0-, a,} realizes p’. Suppose this were not so then for each aj, j <n, 
we would have a formula q$(x, bo, . . ., b&l) E p’ such that 

Let 
y= A #‘j(x, a0, . . . . ak-1) A 7 p(x). 

i=zn 

Then y E p, thus (@,“(&, L,,), d, ao, . . . . at-&P k (3x)y. On the other 
hand, by our choice of $j, for j Q n, we see that no element of the remainder 
can Sahfy y(X, bo, . . . . bk-1). Hence 

(Hb8)(&, ~OJOJ), d, b0, . . . . bk-1)dsP k 1 (34’#. 

so 

(Hb8’ (d, LUJ,), a, ao, . ..) Uk-l)dcP + @*'(d, .-ha 6 b0, . . . . bk-l)d& 

contradicting the induction assumption. Now let bk be any element of 
{ao, -.*, a,) satisfying p’. In this way we can define the function 

id pp u {(ak, bk): kgn), 

and since a~# bo it is a non-trivial automorphism of J&‘. 
The converse implication is trivial by proposition 1. 
For L,, this theorem is the best possible result as we can see from 

Example 1 and Example 2 (below). Before we offer our second example 
we prove the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let L be .LL,, or L-A for some infinite A. If there 
are two non-isomorphic structures & and 58 for L such that & and A# 
are rigid and realize the same types w.r.t. L, then there exists a rigid 
structure without elements which are definable by a type of L. 

PROOF. Let J/ and 99 be given with all properties as described above. 
We may assume L does not have function symbols and constants. Con- 
struct % as follows: 

%?= (C, R+f, -)RI L where 
i) C=Ax{O}UBx(l} 

ii) (a, a’) N (b, b’) iff a’=b’ 
iii) R%((ao, a;), . . . . (a,+~, C&-I)) iff 

d=al=... =tiwl=O and R~(Q, . . . . a,-~) 

26 Indagationes 
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ai=a;=... =4-l = 1 and @(as, . . ., a,-1). 

Let us denote % by J&’ @g. *) 
For L,n realizing the same types is the same as being elementarily 

equivalent. Using theorem 5.2.7 in Dickmam [l] we can see that @ 
preserves elementary equivalence with respect to L-1. Now we proceed 
as follows: for no formula 4 of L: ai' @ a? k (3! x)4, hence for no 
formula 4 of L: d @a k(3!x)fj. 

For L,, we use the Feferman-Vaught theorem to show that &’ @ &’ 
and A?’ @ ~8 realize the same types. Every type which is realized in 
& @ 9? is realized in .x2 @ JX?. Every type which is realized in &’ @ & 
is realized by at least 2 elements. So the same holds for & @ 99. 

It is easy to see that V is rigid, because every automorphism n: %Z + V 
induces either an isomorphism ZZ’ : & --f a’, or isomorphisms rcl: L&+ --f zZ? 
and rcs: &? -+ .9I. The first case is not possible and in the second case 
~1 and 762 are trivial, hence z is. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let L= L,, and $? be the following structure: 

%=((w@* ( Lo2* 2), ( ) @ (~~“*(w2*2+~), ( >. 

Both structures are rigid and realize the same types. Hence V is rigid 
and no element of C is definable by a type, i.e. Pi”‘=@ for all E. (Hence 
Pi*‘=!3 for all Q. 

The situation is a bit better when we consider definability using logics 
which are stronger than L,,. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose the 3-remainder of a structure &’ with respect 
to Lmlo is countable. 

Then ~4 is rigid if and only if this remainder is empty. 

PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the 
3-remainder of Lsd with respect to LmI, is non-empty. 

To simplify the notation, let a(3) = cr and PO(s) = P. Then we can present 
the universe A in the form A = P u {at : i < w}, where at’s are the distinct 
elements of the remainder. We are going to define inductively two enumer- 
ations of the remainder, say {bd : i < CO} and {CI : i < CO} such that bsf CO 
and for each n< o 

(4 m.yd, ~~~~),a,b~, . . . . bn-l)doP =mla (~bg)(d, L,,),~,c~, ...,~4~~. 

First of all, note that there is an element CO of the remainder such that 
ao#co and 

(fP(d, Lwlm), a, aO)deP --olo (H?(d, LoIO),a,~O)dcP. 

*) This special kind of direct sum was also used in [a]. 
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If not, then as would be definable by a set of formulas and thus a0 
would be an element of P, which is impossible. Thus we can put bo =a0 
and we have (IV) for n=l. 

Assume that we have defined {bo, . . . . bn} and {CO, . . . . cn} such that (*) 
holds. We shall consider two cases. 

CASE I. n=2k. Let m= min {MEZZO: ak#cj, for j<n}. Let p be the 
type of am in the structure (H?(&, Lolo), d, co, . . ., cm)dtp in the logic 
L op. Say, p=p(x, CO, . . . . c,). Consider the set, of formulas of Lolo, 

p’ =p(x, bo, . ..) bn) = (~(x, bo, * * *, b,) : 4(x, co, . . ., cm) E p}. 

We claim that there is some element al of the remainder, which realizes p’. 
Suppose not. Then for each j E o, we could choose a formula 

such that 

Let 
(~ba’(=e Lwp), d)cw k 1 &[q, bo, . . . . bn]. 

qxo, co, .‘., cd= A #o, co, . . . . c,) A 7 P(xo), 
icw 

then OEP thus 

But on the other hand, by our choice of the formulas 4, we can see that 
@P(d, Lop), d, bo, . ..) bll.) k --, @x0)0. This contradicts our inductive 
hypothesis. This contradiction proves our claim. Thus we can put c,+i = a, 
and i&+1 = al. 

CASE II. n = 2k + 1. We make the same construction with the r6les 
of bn’s and cm’s interchanged. 

Now, having both enumerations of our remainder we can put 

f=ia rP u {(lh~~): nEc0). 

It is easy to see by the construction that f is a non-trivial automorphism 
of &3?. 

From this theorem we get the following corollary. 

COROLLARY. If @’ is a countable structure then ZZ?’ is rigid iff the 
3-remainder of x2 with respect to Lolo is empty. 

In the rest of this paper we shall show that the corollary above is in 
fact the best possible result. It is rather hard to get any characterization 
of uncountable rigid structures, even working with quite strong logics. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let 9? be a rigid, atomless Bolean algebra of cardinality 
WI. (The existence of such algebras has been proved by Shelah [3]). 

Notice that for any two elements a, b E &Y;, if 0 #a # 1 and 0 #b # 1, 
we have (99, a) =ooo (g!, b). Th us even the 3-remainder of 9 with respect 
to L,, is just W-CO, 11. 

For our last example we use proposition 2. 

EXAMPLE 4. For every regular cardinal numbers x there is a rigid 
structure & of cardinality x such that the 3-remainder of A? with respect 
to the logic L,, is just A. 

Indeed, Gregory [2] has proved that for every regular cardinal number 
x there are two non-isomorphic rigid structures of cardinality x, which 
are elementary equivalent with respect to L,,. Thus applying Proposition 
2, we get a rigid structure J&’ such that the S-remainder with respect 
to L,, is A. 

To see that the 3-remainder of A? with respect to the logic L, is also 
A it is sufficient to notice that for logics of the type L,, definability by 
a single formula coincides with definability by a set of formulas. 

Imtaute of Ma.t?wmcbtics 
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